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ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS!As You 
Raise Your Consciousness, All Around You Will Rise to Meet 

You At Your New and Expanded Level!



 

 

ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS 

VOLUME II 

FOREWORD 

 

THE MANIFESTING LAWS! 

 
It is our great pleasure to announce the publication of this 

special Series ~ featuring a Collection of the timeless 
inspirational works of Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff. 

After you have sufficiently “Raised Consciousness” (Vol. I) to 
the level of the Divine within, it is time to learn how to use 
the great Laws of the Universe for lustrous manifestations, 

exceeding every good of the past.    

In this series of Higher Consciousness talks, Dr. Linda 
offers sure ways to accomplish ~ in perfect harmony and ease 

as you faithfully align with the Highest and Best in you. 

~ 

Throughout Volume II ~ Each offering includes an 
extensive talk on the Higher Consciousness Theme being 
considered, along with accompanying closing meditations, for 
incorporating deep within…providing easy reference for your 
daily centering, while working on a particular theme. 

In this wonderful series, you will always find very easy, 
profound and practical tools for raising your consciousness to the 
level desired, always illuminating “how to tune in” to 
the completeness of the Divine-in-you.  When aligned with 
Limitless Truth, there will be nothing that cannot be achieved.
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THE HIGH OFFICE OF THANKS! 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Through your Gratitude you Touch the Very Heart of the 

Universe, and Every Atom of Existence Is Moved to Respond 

To You 
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THE HIGH OFFICE OF THANKS! 

 

Gratitude Is The Initiating Power & The Regal Creative 

Force! 

oday we are talking about the High Office of Thanks. 

Thanks should ever go before us, the first word that 

moves out on our breath. Why do we Give Thanks? 

What is the mystical power of Thanks? When that word, 

“Thanks”, travels out on our breath into the great atmosphere of 

being, what happens?  

“Thanks” is a sacred word of inner conviction that 

contains every power of creation, which goes before us to move 

out upon the waters of Creation, to create exactly that which we 

want. Thanksgiving, therefore, connects us to all Divine Powers 

on invisible planes, and moves in an all-encompassing action to 

ignite and gather unto itself all that we need.  

“Thanks” is a method, and a way, in our heart of hearts, 

that we commune with our beloved Source. It is said that for the 

joyous life, all we need to do is continually give Thanks, 

morning, noon, and night. If we didn't know one word of English 

T 
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or any other language, not one word of communication, if all we 

could say is, "Thanks, thanks, thanks, thanks," that would be 

enough for Kingdoms to be ours, for Thanks is the language of 

the Divine Soul and of Love.  

Thus, Thanksgiving is not only a word, not only an 

attitude, it is a Spiritual Substance, filled with all the power of 

Divine Creation, the power that readily goes before us to engage 

every atom of the universe to act on our behalf. Thanksgiving is 

filled with the substance of the Cosmic Heart, the all-embracing 

Sacred Heart that knows its Oneness with All. Thanksgiving is 

irresistible to God, to all creative forces of the Limitless 

Universe, and so it is that Thanks reigns and rules first, ever in 

the Creative Order.  The word of Thanks is foremost always in 

the consciousness of every mystic. For every Master you have 

ever heard of, the first word is Thanks. This constant Heart of 

Gratitude appears throughout all sacred writings.  In the Bible, 

we are reminded that The Christ, the perfected One, always Gave 

Thanks to the Father, the Great Source, the Great Law, before the 

thing was manifest.  

“Thank you, Father, thou hast heard me.” “Thou art my 

sufficiency.” “Thank you, Father, Creative Principle… Thou hast 

heard me. And I know Thou hearest me always.” Thanks is that 

beautiful sound, the conviction of one’s prayer being answered, 

the word that breaks down barriers, in its holy vibration . A heart 

filled with Gratitude breaks the barriers of sound, of time and 
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space, and limitation, softening and melting away all obstruction, 

reaching into and touching the very substance of God.  

Before you do anything… Give Thanks. Before you call 

up that person you are wanting to speak to, Give Thanks.  Before 

you call, and you call and you call here and there, Give Thanks 

to the Divine in you that all things come out right. Before you do 

anything, before you make a business deal, before whatever 

activity you are embarking on, Give Thanks for the most perfect 

right results.  

While you are in the middle phases, where creation is 

happening on those subtle, invisible planes, and you are not 

seeing what the result is yet, when the roots are in the soil and 

the thing is happening, Give Thanks continually. Before the light 

of manifestation, Give Thanks.  

Give Thanks, also, after your good harvest. Stand back 

and admire God's handiwork, and Give Thanks. Create a 

constant stream of gratitude between you and the Most High, 

overflowing.  

Give Thanks for all of your life, for your entire life, and 

all in it. Give Thanks for every person who has been there for 

you, for every friend.  

Give Thanks for your every acquisition, no matter how 

small it may seem to be, small or large, every breakthrough you 

have ever made, every stride that you have ever made, every love 
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that you have ever had, every friend, every miracle, the entire 

thing. 

In this way, you accumulate a fortress of Spiritual Power, 

and you also create more of any and all good things that have 

blessed your life. You make more of the good you seek by 

Giving Thanks. Remember, Thank-you is not just a word. It is 

not just a nice attitude. Gratitude is a Divine, Creative Substance, 

the substance of all of life is stirred up by Thanks. And so it is 

that heartfelt Thanks unites you with the entire cosmos of being. 

Your heartfelt Gratitude-In-Advance goes before you, uniting 

you with every single form of good.  

When you are centered in a consciousness of Gratitude 

and Oneness, what happens? You now have access to all of that 

Unlimited Creative Force that abounds in the universe. When 

you speak Thanks, you override limitation.  

Through Gratitude before, during and after you are united 

on the inner planes of the cosmos of being with everyone and 

everything.  Know that your silent gratitude to the Most High 

always makes more of the good that you have. Talk about the 

yeast that raises the dough.  Thanks really does it all. 

Be sure to understand why Gratitude is so powerful.  Be 

wise as well as loving. Wisdom with Love is probably the 

greatest place we can be in. Be sure that you consciously are 

Giving Thanks for what you want, and not for what you don't 
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want…for what you want to perpetuate and take with you and 

make more of.  

For did you know that when we are in fear, we are 

actually choosing to stay in fear?  

 Remember, you always have an option, and remaining in 

the negative state of fear is a choice. Rather than remaining at 

this non-constructive level, you have the sublime choice to move 

into Faith and to do what you know to do.  

When we choose to live in fear, we are projecting the 

negative, aren't we?  Therefore, in essence, you can say, that in 

such moments we are preparing to receive or Giving Thanks for 

what we do not want.  Another word for Giving Thanks is 

expectation, what I am preparing for.  Thus always substitute 

Faith for fear, taking your attention off contemplation of the 

negative and through Gratitude, rising up to contemplate and 

expect what you truly want, exchanging what you don't want for 

what you truly want..  

Strive to be very alert when your mind starts to drift to 

negative speculation.  When fear arises, consciously stop and 

realize: “Uh-oh, I am creating something I don’t want here. Let 

me nip that in the bud and let me get clear here and just Give 

Thanks, clear my mind, and restate to myself what I am Giving 

Thanks for”. Remember, you are in charge. You can use your 

mighty tool of Faith, or you can remain in fear. It is your choice, 
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and both are equally creative, setting the trajectory of your 

outcome.  

Thus, be sure you are always Giving Thanks for what you 

want and more, and for the unseen good.  

 In the secret place of all creative action and the 

commencement of any creative pattern, be sure you are in silent 

communion with that constructive, creative force. Tell it you 

trust it. Tell it you know it, for it is the invisible power that has 

always manifest for you every good that you have experienced 

up until this moment, and that you shall ever experience.  

Have a good relationship with Divine Substance through 

Gratitude. Have an honorable relationship with your omnipotent 

friend, your best friend, your subjective creative mind within, 

who never denies you, unless you yourself say, "Deny me." 

Know your friend, the great creative power within you, responds 

to you. If you say, 'I can have," it says, "All right. I am going and 

I am getting you your good." And if you say, "But I can't have, 

now I feel I can't have." "Okay, I'm stopping." Your best friend 

just follows your lead. 

Dare to Give Thanks-in-Advance, and do not be afraid. 

Give Thanks to this great subjective power for all the good that 

you want. “Thank you, thank you.” Just be simple. “Thank you 

that you are doing this for me. Thank you, you are making my 

day great tomorrow, more profitable, more fun, more joyous than 
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it has ever been. Thank you.” And then just describe and 

envision what it is that you would like, and it shall be made so. 

 Go off to sleep in a consciousness of Gratitude every 

evening, and you will find: There your good is ~ the next day. 

“Thank you, I know you go before me” Affirm this often. 

“I know you go before me in the invisible and establish me in all 

my ways.” This power within you responds to what you expect 

from it. It takes orders and instruction from you. It is your 

willing servant, carrying out your fondest desire, and it knows 

how. When all the world says no to you, when you have gone 

through all the available resources and done all that you know to 

do in the outer world, when all the world shall shun you, say no 

to you, it says “yes”, and it knows how, when the entire world 

has failed you.  

And sometimes, we have to come to the point when 

things don’t seem to be working ~ to finally realize, "Oh, I forgot 

to ask from the Primary Source.” When all around you would 

seem to deny ~ never doubt this Infinite Power within of 

limitless harmonious ways and means. Never doubt it that your 

lustrous manifestation shall be so in perfect right ways. When 

everything has failed you, that Divine and Sublime Source stands 

behind you and is there. 

What else is so wonderful about Thanks? After centering 

in the good increase you want, asking and Giving Thanks… 
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realize Gratitude also acts to multiply the good we have. That 

which I praise and acknowledge and that which I am happy for  

increases in my life, for now the energy of my attention is on the 

sublime Providing Law and Principle. That beam of Light is on it 

and is automatically multiplying the good I am grateful for, 

increasing in power.  

“That which I am grateful for, I shall never be denied.”   

When a friend is grateful to you, don’t you want to give 

more of the same good?  If this is so on the human level, imagine 

how much more it is so on the level of the Divine you.  

When you are filled with the substance of your Gratitude, 

the thing you are Giving Thanks for begins to expand, now 

flowing over every boundary to make more, an ever-responsive 

fountain of self-contained and Infinite Good. Thus, if you want 

more, rather than complaining and judging and saying there is 

not enough and how hard it is and good is hard to come by, 

rather than working hard and slaving to appease outer powers, 

fickle powers, someone and something who may or may not give 

you what you want, go to your God, who is stable and who never 

denies you. 

Your good may definitely show up in the outer through a 

person, for God always finds the open door…yet contact your 

Inner Source first, and simply Give Thanks. Go above the effects 

of the world. Go above all those opinions and attitudes out there 
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about you. God knows who you are. Go above it all, and. stay in 

your High Ark of endless Gratitude.  

Rise above and go free to the One who does not bargain 

with you, who does not diminish you, who would not put you 

through any ringer, who loves you, to whom you are precious, 

and to whom all things are easy to accomplish, whose door of 

acceptance is open, and to whom each and every one is adored. 

You don't have to struggle to open this mighty door to the 

Kingdom. It is already open unto you. Each one of us, not just 

some of us… each one of us has our special door and our special 

line of vibration, our line of communication with the Most High. 

Regardless of name, history, status, credentials… to this 

Source, each one of us is perfect and the beloved. Go there to the 

Sacred Place in your heart, and say: “Thank you. I know thou 

hearest me always.” “Bring forth my good. in your transcendent 

ways, above and beyond conditions, persons, places, things, 

independently… Bring forth my good pressed down and running 

over. I love you.” Say I love you often. Love contains every 

power, and acts to multiply every good.  Love is Praise. Love is 

Thanks.  Love is appreciation of sublime relationship with God.   

Everything in nature responds to the twin elements of 

Praise and Gratitude. Why should it be any different at the level 

of the human rising into his or her Divine Nature.? Extend your 

love: “I love you, my beautiful God-Source, great I am, and I 
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love thy bountiful world.” Refrain from falling into criticism of 

this world that we live in. It is God's world. Affirm, "I love it." 

Now, have you been hurt? Sure. So what? Still and still, love this 

world….for there is that within you that can always rise up 

unaffected. Have you been been angry? “They did things to me.” 

So what? You can still love this world, for it is God's world, 

where Divine Love reigns supreme, and know: “I am in me is 

greater than anything that comes to me.”  

Learn to relate always to the Greater in you…to say: "So 

what?" to all that would deny. Learn now, that you may derive of 

every exquisite benefit. Don't wait to Give Thanks, trying every 

other method of creation first. Do not short circuit your good, by 

living on the surface, amongst the “they say(s)”…what the world 

tells you is the way to go about getting your good, trying 

everything else like the prodigal son, going out and trying the 

whole thing of fascination with the world, and then at last 

returning home to find the keys of good and the most exquisite 

banquet was already laid out for you.  

Don’t wait to return to your home at the blissful summit, 

to find out that your Divine Father/Mother was never angry with 

you, just happy to see you.   

Don't wait until crisis becomes your wake-up call. Learn 

to go to your Source first and foremost.  Align through the 

mighty force of humble, heartfelt Gratitude-in-Advance. You 
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don't have to have crisis to meet God. Just go there first. Go to 

the Primary Source first, and let all the right persons, places and 

conditions unfold for your Greatest Outcome. 

At the same time, even if you have wandered far, no 

matter how far, know you can return, and you shall instantly find 

full acceptance awaiting you. With a first word of Thanks, there 

is a complete forgiveness, complete alignment. 

 So don't feel sorry or grieve over the past or hard 

attitudes that have constricted you or false fears that have limited 

your joy. Just come back. Just come back to your kingdom and 

enjoy the simplicity of it and its great majesty now.  

Just because you have not experienced great good in the 

past doesn't mean that you can't right now, just by Giving Thanks 

for it.  

Have you conquered the world? Each one of us in some 

aspect has conquered our world, have come up over some 

phases. But have you conquered the world and still you are 

unhappy? Then you have forgotten to Give Thanks to the power 

of your life. Okay? If you are unhappy in attainment, you have 

forgotten to Give Thanks for that Great Power of Life, whose 

breath that you breathe, who was silently the force behind all that 

you achieved. 

When we Give Thanks, we are filled with the warmth of 

Divine Spirit. We are invincible, and nothing can shake us. What 
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we are giving thanks for tells the truth of our expectations, thus 

where our heart is, the harvest is, the increase is, and the Divine 

Outcome shall be. Where our heart is, is also the yield. 

Are things out of order in your life? Is there lack? You 

have forgotten to Give Thanks. That is all, and so simple to 

correct. You have forgotten to Give Thanks. If you are missing 

something, be a great consciousness of prosperity and go around 

and bless everything you have right now.  In doing so, whatever 

has been the problem will be healed. As you bless and Give 

Thanks for all that has added unto your well-being up until the 

present moment, no matter how small ~ you can be sure a 

wonderful healing will accompany that. Give thanks. Give 

Thanks.  

Is there a long-held desire that has not yet manifest? Give 

Thanks. You have forgotten to Give Thanks. This word 

“Thanks” is nameless and placeless, belongs to no one, yet can 

be used by everyone. 

 It is the universal word that breaks barriers. It is the 

power of God. It is omnipotent.  

Say Thank-you, and mountains shall fall before you. Say 

thanks, and your harvest right now, in whatever you are focused 

on, shall be better than ever before, the best ever. Always Give 

Thanks for the best ever to be yours. “Thank-you, this time, the 

very best is mine…greater than ever before.”  
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Give your heartfelt Thanks and all your hard conditions 

shall melt by the gaze of your love, the warmth and the fire of 

your love. Rejoice as all obstacles soften into those liquid rivers 

of golden good, becoming the gold of your soul. Say thanks to 

those who offend you. We have heard this over and over again. 

The alchemy of Gratitude is so powerful, capable of changing 

sadness and sorrow to joy. Say thanks to those who offend you, 

and that energy shall alchemize all between you, and your enemy 

shall become your friend. Be harmonized. And all in your world 

will harmonize right along with you. 

Say Thanks, and you shall touch the Universal Heart and 

be wrapped in splendor. Gratitude is just so powerful 

Only recently, I had asked one of the help to do 

something for me when I first came in to prepare for a 

conference. The first response was the usual: “I just work here. I 

can't do that. I don't have time.” And then I suddenly 

remembered this power of Thanks. As I was just standing in the 

hallway speaking to the hotel staff:  I just said, "Thank you," 

rather than reacting to the curt response. Don't you know that a 

minute later, several of the help had joined together, come to do 

what I had asked. This is how Gratitude is so instant. 

Don't believe no’s. 

 If someone says no to you, go apart and just within 

yourself give silent thanks. "Thank you." Don't believe it.  
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Let us just do a soulful meditation on this exalted 

approach, realizing the Divine Creative Power of Thanks. 

CLOSING CENTERING MEDITATION 

 Let us each go within to that High and Holy Place of 

bountiful majesty, and let us say within, "Oh, my God, Light of 

my life, I love thee. And I Thank Thee right now for all thou hast 

done for me and all that thou shalt ever do.  

Right now, at the summit of consciousness, I ask that thou 

shalt stream thy light, shine thy light, through and through this 

hard area of concern that has been on my mind.”  

“I Give Thanks that you do take action on my behalf and 

pierce through to the center of the Good Truth, which I know is 

present. I know that this good resides within, that it has always, 

and I Give Thanks that you shatter all the hardness everywhere 

in the atmosphere, and that you melt all obstruction, restriction, 

and conditions on every plane, both within and without and in all 

my atmosphere.” 

“Thank you, great God. Thou hast done this now. And 

thou dost bring me forth into thy land of omnipotent good and 

majesty, showering me with blessings near and far.  

Thank you, thou hast cracked that seal over my good and 

brought it forth to me, so wonderful. Thou art wonderful, and I 

love you, and I am so grateful.”  
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"I rejoice that nevermore shall this condition come nigh 

me. Nevermore shall I know it.  Nevermore shall it beset me, for I 

have the glory of being enthroned within my soul. I am raised in 

splendor and manifestation now. I am free, fully restored, and 

mightily enriched." And So It Is. 

Now let us read our “I am” statement together, knowing 

that these words that we speak are established even as we speak 

them. Let the words settle and absorb in and throughout all of 

mind and heart. 

SONGS OF ETERNITY EXCERPT 

DECLARATIONS OF THE IMMORTAL SOUL OF GOD! 

THE HIGH OFFICE OF THANKS 

(Daily Meditation For Speaking Silently Or Out Loud) 

~ 

I am that I am, and right now, I declare there is only one 

catalyzing energy that I use for the fulfillment of any good 

purpose; only one, for the perfect bringing out of any heart's 

desire, and that is Thanks.  

Thanks, morning, noon, and night, is my High Word of 

Praise, first in my consciousness… the omnipotent word that I 

extend over the vast bounty of light, embracing it, encompassing 

it, making it my own.  
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Thanks leads me ever forward in a life of ever-expanding 

grace and opulent good.  Thanks opens the sealed doors of 

majesty and reveals the resplendent means and measures of God. 

Thanks is my password to the Kingdom and to untold 

Heavens of glorious and joyous experience. Thanks is my 

connecting link to the Sublime. Thanks raises me on High and 

alchemizes all to become the pure, radiant substance of Divine 

Abundance and overwhelming Good.  

By bringing Thanks to all before me, my life is catapulted 

forward now, and I behold with transcendent awe the splendor 

and magnificence of my new kingdom of good, now given to me. 

 God leads me through and forward now, through lands 

of astonishing beauty, peace, and majesty. I am the beloved in 

whom the Father is very well pleased. I am the Inheritor of the 

Kingdom. I am the consciousness of Eternal Thanksgiving. And 

So It Is. 

~ 

I know that your every moment shall be rich in 

Thanksgiving ~ as you reside at the summit of being, ever with 

magnificent, bountiful demonstrations of freedom and good, and 

that your way is easy and Spirit goes before you and makes this a 

this day and every day henceforth greater and sweeter than ever 

before. And So It Is! 
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Now that you have discovered How to Use Consciousness 

In the Highest and Best Way… 

For Sublime Manifestation Each and Every Time~ 

Learn How  to Live In the Rhythms of the Divine Soul 

Conscious of Eternal Patterns  

of the Soul’s Delight.   

*
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HELPFUL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEST USE 

For strongest use of each talk provided, establish a major goal 
you would like for yourself, not thinking of how this may be 
accomplished or limiting in anyway. 

Describe this goal to yourself in the most radiant detail, and then 
simply write it out, Giving Thanks that it is being established in 
the now and speaking in the present tense, i.e. “I Give Thanks I 
now have_______ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I now 
Am________________ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I 
am now manifesting _________ (Fill in and describe), etc. 

Refer to your wonderful goal often, as long as you are working 
on any given talk.  Whenever in doubt, simply turn within, 
Giving Thanks and once again describing to yourself in 
full.  This definite action of spending quality time contemplating 
your goal “as if you have it now” serves to build the new 
prototype in your consciousness and heart, the new cup of 
acceptance, and before you know it ~ there it is… right there in 
your manifest world. 

 For further information on monthly articles and updates, Visit 
our Archives:  http://revdrlindadecoff.com 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2098   (Visit our New Thought 
International Library to hear radio interviews, where Dr. Linda 
was the featured guest of the day, speaking on her books). 

Visit all of Dr. Linda’s Books & CD’s on Amazon.com 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2098
http://www.amazon.com/Linda-De-Coff/e/B006J351EM/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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For Complete Descriptions of all of Dr. Linda’s Books available 
to reviewers and to enjoy Free Extensive Previews, Visit: 
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229 

*Dr. Linda most highly recommends that you obtain a copy
of “SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ Contemplations, Treatments &
Meditations On The Word Of God”, while you are working on
your DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES of talks.  Many of the
“I Am” Statements of this program and far more are included in
this book, along with brief instructions, related to any particular
talk.  It is a most wonderful, condensed way to quickly tune in to
the consciousness necessary to obtain your particular good.

Visit Dr. Linda’s You Tube Channel to hear full length talks and 
meditations on various Higher Consciousness Themes.  Or, enjoy 
the many talk selections, featuring Dr. Linda at our New Thought 
International Library on I Tunes.  

~ 

*For those who wish to support our efforts in making such a rich
collection of works available to the public,  contributions of any
amount are always most welcome and may be made on our
secure Pay Pal site.  A receipt will be immediately supplied. To
visit: Simply click the Diamond below:

DONATE IN SUPPORT OF THE NEW THOUGHT 
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY       

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGrxqinM3l7cef6XPszVy3w
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/reverend-linda-de-coff/id1296667403?mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/reverend-linda-de-coff/id1296667403?mt=2
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=333
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=333
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=VAD7ECQDSUVP6
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ALL RICHEST BLESSINGS ~ 

LOVE & LIMITLESS LIGHT DIVINE ~ 

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF 

ENJOY COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS & PREVIEWS OF DR. 
LINDA’S GLOBAL DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES.  Simply 
Click Book Titles. 

BRIDGE OF THE GODS ~ THE GOLDEN PATHWAY TO YOUR 
HIGHEST GOD SELF! 

SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ CONTEMPLATIONS, TREATMENTS & 
MEDITATIONS ON THE WORD OF GOD! 

LIVING THE MIRACLE CONSCIOUSNESS! ~ Attaining The 
Kingdom Of Heaven On Earth! 

DIVINE ROMANCE & PERFECT PARTNERSHIP ~ The Immortal 
Principles And Powers Of Divine Love! 

DIVINE PROSPERITY ~ 12 Steps To Your Perfect Consciousness Of 
Infinite & Eternal Supply! 

MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~ 
THE PERFECT PRINCIPLES & PATTERNS OF GOD! 

IMMORTALITY NOW AND FOREVER ~ HOW TO LIVE 
FOREVER IN YOUR DIVINE BODY OF LIGHT! 

~ 

“You Cannot Be the Same on the Other Side of these Reads!” ~ 

“I Was Captivated From Page One!” Barry Finlay/Award Winning 
Author/Kilimanjaro And Beyond! 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2658
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2658
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=110
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=1331
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=1331
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2019
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2019
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2165
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2165
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2198
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2198
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2320
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2320
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“These are amongst the Most Exquisite Books I have Ever Read!” 
Alice Church/Literary Review 

“Just reading one Chapter can lift you for an entire day!” Deborah 
Beauvais/Producer/Dreamvisions 7/NBC Radio Boston 

“These works should be included in the world’s library of most 
glorious Spiritual Books!”  Jeanne Latter/Producer & Director/Writer 
for Stage and Screen 

For those who wish to study Divine Principles and the Five Stages of 
Spiritual Mind Treatment in depth, be sure and pick up a copy of 
MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~ 
The Perfect Principles and Patterns of God!   

This consummate book provides all you will need to align with the 
Perfect Christ Consciousness in you.  Centered in this supreme 
awareness of Divine Principle & Law, there will be nothing you cannot 
achieve.  

For Complete Description, Free Preview, and 5 Star Reviews ~ Visit 
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p= 2198. 

http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=%202198
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 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 

“ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS” 

VOLUMES I-IV 

Each talk highlights a particular theme.  Volume I concentrates 
on the very first steps necessary for “Evolving Upwards In Mind” and 
discovering the true Divine Essence of who you really are. These talks 
will help you to set a new and radiant base line of connection within, 
from which you may now manifest your every good and enjoy the 
limitless bounty always available to you. Volume II follows with 
exciting talks on the “Divine Creative Laws” and how to most 
successfully manifest your good. 

Each offering includes soaring meditation excerpts for your 
daily use and for maintaining consciousness at the Highest Level, as 
you continue to unfold the lustrous Truth of your limitless Divine 
Nature ~ transcendent of all past influence, ever one with the Most 
High.   

To develop strong focus on the attainment of any goal, Dr. 
Linda suggests that you write out in detail the optimum good you are 
Giving Thanks for, even before you have received….always speaking 
in the present tense and as if you have the thing desired right 
now.  This is a very important step for actualizing your most cherished 
goals and for achieving quantum leaps never before 
experienced.  Gratitude – in – Advance is the yeast that raises the 
dough, and there is nothing God-in-you cannot achieve. 

For example:  If you are wanting wonderful new work, begin 
to Daily Give Thanks that you have a wonderful new position with 
wonderful pay, and then describe to yourself the conditions that will 
surround, thinking in terms of the most optimum conditions of 
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wholeness, peace and fulfillment that you can conceive of, not 
wondering how. This will form a prototype of Divine wholeness in 
you, magnetic to optimum conditions of good;  Follow this step with 
your statement of Gratitude: “Thank you, God ~ I now have……..(Fill 
in the Blanks)”  for our word is Law and acts to magnetize to us what 
we are focused on. 

Thus, whenever you are working on a new subject, always 
write out your “Gratitude-In-Advance”. And, as you then daily 
reference your most constructive goal, and then say the heartfelt words 
of your meditations, consciousness will strengthen and evolve to be at 
the place where you need to be for your manifestation to come forth.  

Let your journey of raising consciousness be a delightful 
process ever upward, embracing the Kingdom of Bliss that has always 
been yours, more fruitful than ever known.  

In Divine Consciousness, there is no limit to how much you 
can achieve. 

LOVE & LIGHT PROFOUND, being the fullness of your Divine 
Self! 

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF
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MASTER TALKS & TEACHINGS 

VOLUME II 

THE DIVINE MANIFESTING LAWS! 

In Volume II of the Attaining Divine Consciousness Series, an 
empowering Collection of the Inspirational Talks and 

Meditations of The Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff is presented 
for your utmost elevation. Learn how to use the great Laws 
of the Universe for lustrous manifestations, exceeding every 

good of the past. 

Throughout each talk, Dr. Linda provides enlightening keys for raising 
yourself everyday in every way to become the lustrous radiance of the 

Divine Plan for you fulfilled. 

~ 

The Reverend Dr. Linda is the noted founder of New Thought 
International, Inc.  ~ An Association of Global Centers for World Peace 

& Enlightenment.  She is also the celebrated author of the Original 
Evolutionary Series ~ Global Divine Consciousness.  All works are geared 

to assist you to attain the next level in Spiritual Evolution for the most 
beneficent advancement of every aspect of your life.  
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